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Editor's Note:.
Last week two friends from Quebec
dropped in for a few days as they passed
`through Winnipeg en route from Victoria
to Trois Rivieres. Mao and Jean-Luc are
both students and have an interest in
journalism. They have opposing views on
the future of Quebec. Here is • their
opinions from les champs de bataille.
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By Jean Luc limn

The Kingdom
Is Upside Down
Will Quebec ever be independent? I hope not. Isn't it a
'strange statement from a Quebecois? Certainly not, when this
happy Quebecois is really proud to be a Canadian.
.
What is the difference between an English Canadian and a
French one? They have adifferent language and consequently a
different culture. This is where the problem begins. When you
are surrounded by .a large number of people of a different culture
it is easy to become assimilated. Most Quebecois don't want
that I think if you were in the same position you would feel the
same. How do you save the French legacy? By independence or
not. That is the question.
How can we become independent when Quebec is mostly
,controlled by American interests? I think Mr. Levesque is
dreaming when he wants to nationalize the major industries in
Quebec. The Americans who have a strong controlof many
-Quebec industries would, never let him do it.
Rene Levesque says,that if elected he will make a referendum
to see if people really want independence. He is focusing his
campaign on independence4and, therefore, those who vote for
him will do so because they also are focused on independence. .
And when they are given a referendum, it's obtrious how they
would vote. It is like • playing the same game twice.
Canada needs Quebec. -Quebec needs the rest of Canada. I
still believe in the federalist formula:, Quebec can save its
background and identity while remaining a part OrCanada. All it needs is new laws to protect its, vulture, enforced by . a responsible government (a new one for sure). I prefer to see Quebec as
a Canadian province rather than a 5Ist state. I just hope we get
the last word on Quebec's destiny.
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When I was young, I liked to stand on my head and watch the
world upside down. Last night I tried it again. It is hard to tell
English people how I feel.

I saw all of North America speaking French. All of America,
that is. except a certain eastern province. In this province lived
Anglo-phones under the influence of the Frenchmen. A minority
doing the best they can to 'save their identity, their ownership
and their natural resources.

Wow! I wasn't able to stand it any longer. It was really too
Much for me. In schools we 'learn that Quebec is one of
Canada's poorest provinces: In Quebec, many top jobs are
reserved for the minority English. Most of these people are unilingual. Meanwhile, the majority . Quebecois get stuck with the
lowest paid jobs. Natural resources in. Quebec are no longer
owned by 'the people of Quebec. It is all like a salad with a
federalist dressing.

As an individual, I cannot make ,a final conclusion. Next fall,
all of Quebec will make the final conclusion at the provincial
elections. I just wish that when the leaves drop froth the trees
next fall, it will be on a WO% Quebecois ground.

OUR COVER
An obvious hit with students, Tae
Kwon-do, a marshal art. See story
and photos, page 14, 15:
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May 28th 7:00 P.M. till ? ? ?
Dress: Semi Formal
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Skyview Ballroom, Marlboro Hotel
$10.00 per person

Dinner Menu
Fruit Cocktail, Tossed Salad
Veal Cutlets
Mixed Vegetables, Duchesse Potatoes
Rolls and Butter
Lemon Slice Neopolitan
Tea and Coffee
*Wine will be included with dinner*

Programme
7:00 - 7:30 Cocktails
7:30 - 9:00 Dinner
9:00 - 1:30 Dancing and Entertainment

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
Recording Artists
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DELUXE CHANCE BAND
Reservations for tables will be taken at the Students' Assoc. Offibe
Reserve your tickets early to avoid disappointment
Tickets go on sale May 6th at the S.A. Office and Info. Booth
No tickets available after May 25th
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. . . FRUSTRATION FORUM
Mailbox

by NORM RICHARDS

Election, Still Posing Problems
•

Dear Sir:
I feel like someone who's just been
dragged out for round two of a boxing
match, only to find out the opponent has
departed the ring, for good, leaving only a
hastily-scribbled and ill-constructed note
of farewell as one of the few indications
'he even existed.
Where does one begin? In light of all
the negativene.sS permeating the college, I
would conclude, the best place foranyone
to begin anything around here is by quitting. It sounds a bit extreme, but if you
take into consideration the apathetic state
of affairs concerning thing having
transpired over the last few months, you
may see what I'm getting at.
"Election '767 was a great experience
for me, and I enjoyed the entire affair, but
let's get one 'thing straight. The conflict
between my opponent and me terminated

the day I. heard the election results. I ran
and.lost to the people's choice.
What about the election itself? There
mere, in my opinion, and' in the opinions
of others, many things wrong with the
election, and the letter to the editor, indiscriminately entitled "Post Election
Belly-aching" outlined various areas of
questionability. I wonder • what ever
happened to the last section of that letter
which contained at least a half dozen contructive recommendations for improvement of future elections. Didn't the Projector editorial board care about improving the future of student politics? I
can guess why the editors didn't comment
in a constructive manner... they were
probably understaffed and overloaded
with material, so they just didn't get
around to reading and digesting the
letter's full train of thought. They
probably just noticed some complaints on
the first few pages and decided to 'learn'
the author by not even bothering to com-

NEED MONEY,
WHO DOESN'T

Salespersons are needed
to sell advertising for
CMOR and the Projector
during the '76-77 school
year. 15% commission on
all sales.
Apply to
Publications Director
S.A. Office (DM 20)

ment on what was written. I sympathize.
Deadlines are hard to meet sometimes.
Anyway, I would like to see more than
negative journalism when a newspaper
editor takes a stand. The best I can say
about "Who's Who In The Political Zoo"
is, it was a bit erroneous and inaccurate...and I don't intend to put on
paper the worst comments I have about
it,. because it wouldn't achieve anything
except sever some already-strained
relations. Suffice to say, when attempting
to report a person's comments on a certain subject accurately, a newspaper
editor should not pay attention just long
enough to catch the persOn's closing
sentence.
My regards •and best wishes to you,
Greg Cox, where ever you are.

;kr

Frank Tanasychuk
Ed. What exactly are you trying to say
and who will listen, Tanasychuk?

ANNUAL
MEETING
MGEA -- Education
Area 6
Thursday, June 10, 1976
at 7:30 p.m.
in the South Gym
Agenda:
_
State of Negotiations
Election of Officers
Resolutions for
Convention

Student Aid application forms are now available in several locations
within the college. To ensure having the results of your application before
September r it is advisable to submit them now.
The Student Aid Office is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and located in
C-116. The staff there will be pleased to help you with any difficulties you
may be having.
•

Some interesting observations can be
made after attending a "college for two
years. Most across Canada have radio
stations, for the most part closed circuit
systems for the enjoyment of people on
campus only. The stations provide
students with essential information such
as where things are on campus, public
service announcements, commercials,
and upcoming events. But that is not all,
because some people have to present all
these services to the people on campus.
People like announcers, station managers, /
advertising managers, production
managers, and broadcasting students
come in to inform, entertain, and create.
The radio station gives an untrained student some direction and exposure.
This all may sound a bit propogandic,
but I assure you it's not. In the beginning
of the year, I attended the Director's Advisory Council (DAC). This group was
fornied to keep the Director of the college
informed as to what's happening in the
various departments.
One of the people on this board is the
Director of Student Services. The
gentleman who held this position last year
appeared to rie to be very competent.
When he spoke, it was with authority.
I think it was at the first DAC meeting
last year that he complained to the SA
that CMOR was too loud. I personally
didn't think it was too loud, once you got
out of the Cave, and I was about to ask •
him to be specific when someone beat me
to it. He cited Buffalo Place and some
areas of building A as examples, I believe.
So, at that point, Kim Capar, president of
the SA, said he would talk to the station
manager. The main volume was turned
down. That did nothing, other than annoy
people in the cave who couldn't hear the
radio.
Complaints continued each time we
went to the DAC. The topic of CMOR's
volume was not always on the agenda,
but somehow it always creeped out. The
same process would take place again. The
SA would talk to the station manager.
The volume was turned down but little
happened.
It's amazing to me that a guy who
professes to know everything about
sound and writes a column for it for the
Projector has not come to CMOR and
given his point of view , on the station's
sound problems.
Everyone seems to be assuming it's
volume that's causing all the problems,
but could it be quality and not quantity?
It's like the difference between listening to
a $30 record player and a $600 stereo.
The' amp is important but the quality of
the speakers makes all the difference.
Why not take out the squeally speakers?

They only irritate a person:eating lunch in
Buffalo Place. Replace the junk with
good stereo speakers in cabinet • form.
Those ceiling speakers are good enough
for D 101' to announce on, but that's all.
I made an observation the other day in
Buffalo Place. When you sit directly under the speakers, they blow you out of
your seat. Move to one side and they are
not that bad. They don't direct the sound
over a broad range at all, but they project
the sound fairly straight out. This should
account for the sound appearing loud.
The answer is to sit to one side of the
speaker or ask next year's SA to mount
good speaker cabinets at each end of the
restaurant.
These solutions I offer, but it would be
to the SA's advantage to get a sound
engineer into the school to assess the
changes needed.
CMOR has received so many complaints about their volume that this issue
must soon come to a head:
The Director of Student Services has
been promoted and a new person has filled the position. This new person seems
unaware of the problems discussed before
he took on this position.
Sending down memos to CMOR
management will not cause improvements
in broadcasting facilities. Memos giving
warnings will only aggr i vate the situation
and cause bad feelings. Let's try sitting
down together and solving this sound
problem once and for all.
Well, it's getting close to the end of the
year once again and you will not be seeing this forum anymore. I thought I
would find someone to take over the
column next year, but had little succes at
that.
If you think you would like to write a
regular column, come and see me
anytime. Bye Now.

WANTED DEAD
OR
ALIVE
(preferably the latter)

CUSTOM MADE JEANS
HOWICK JEANS
FRYE BOOTS

Editors for the 76-77
Issue of the RRCC
Yearbook
Mln salary — $300.00
Apply to
Publications Director
S.A. office (DM20)
PHONE 042.8688
288 CARLTON ST
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Editorial

College at Large
S

Tennis Courts Unlikely?

Another Endan a !red Species
I •I
it

by JOAN SADLER

Our College Newspaper

by Brian Mitchell
While most student newspapers and
their staff lay idle after a year of controversy among students and student
groups, the Projector trudges on. The
staff here at the Projector is still waiting
for the big story to break before we call it
quits for this semester.
We are as enthusiastic as any about
warm weather, outdoor lunches, games
on the front lawn of the college, but there
is little time for that.
Students who want to save face, study
vehemently, compliment teachers and
due
mcinth-over
in - those
hand
assignments in a last-minute attempt to
grasp for that smidgeon of paper. Those
in first year struggle in spite of the sun,
putting off picnics and outdoor parties so
they can return next year to our college.
The Projector staff has put
assignments and outdoor activities aside
on many occasions, so you could receive
your copy of this unique paper.
The paper is unique because of its format. The projector is 8 V2 x 1 1" in the
style of Time, Macleans and others. We

are known from coast to coast along the
student newspaper circuit because of our
newspaper size. Other people remember
us for it. Each delivery day we send out
some 125 papers to media people in Winnipeg and outside, and to student
newspapers across western Canada.
It would be a sad thing for this college
and the Projector to have to resort to a
tabloid style such as the Uniter at the
University of Winnipeg, or the Manitoban
at the University of Manitoba.
We will lose our individuality among
student newspapers. We, as so many
before us, will fall victim to the mighty
'buck'. Economic deprivation faces
everyone in the year of the AIB (Antiinflation Board).
The tabloid is cheap, low cost and easy
to print. lt,is folded, not bound or stapled.
The question facing the staff here is;
"Can we preserve the Projector in its present state or will it die, to be reborn in the
form of a miniature daily paper like the
ones left at your door everyday."
Our small size is easy to read while enduring the torment of Transit Tom. It is
not expecially good for wrapping fish or

for use at the cottage in the 'potty'. True
it• is easy to discard, but it is also easy to
file as rhetoric, a souvenir of Red River
days, cheaper than a yearbook and filled
with less-than-vivid memories.
There comes a time when the buck has
to be realized in conjunction with other
factors. Costs of our present paper are
expected to rise some 14% and Student
Council budgets are expected to droll off
somewhat over the next few years.
The government spends_ money every
year to protect and conserve endangered
species and I recommend we adopt their
attitudes. The Projector has served this
college adequately (at least we have a
paper) and has remained intact over past
years, in Time format.
This year we must pay the price.. The
Student Council must be persuaded to
protect this paper. Student Councils in
this school are known to be businessminded, 'spend a buck, earn two'. There
is often more to consider.
Hopefully, the students of this college .
. would also like to `GREENPEACE the
Projector. Make it known. It's our only
chance.

4

MAY 21ST
La Retourne Triumphante du Cinema Medic.ale
PAT GARRET & BILLY THE KID

Directed by Sam Peckinpah, featuring Bob Dylan,
STRAW DOGS

Peckinpah, Hoffman and Susan George.

AdmisSion: $1.25
THIATRE 'A' MEDICAL SCIENCE 'BUILDING
Emily at BanrIatyne (New building — west of General Hospital)
FREE PARKING IN ADJACENT DENTISTRY LOT

REMEMBER: IF YOU CAN'T COME Al( 8,
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To serve or not to serve? That is the
question RRCC Administration is now
facing. The college •must soon decide
whether or not to • spend $50,000 on tennis courts.
Cy Howard, director of educational
support services, explained that the
colleges has $20,000 set aside from last
year's budget for the tennis courts, but
pressure\ is building to use the' funds.
"If we don't spend the money on the
courts soon, then we'll have to spend it
somewhere else," he said.
The 50,000 figure is a new estimate,

•

Howard said. Last spring the DPW estimated- the four courts would cost $65,000 to build.' The college had only $20,000 to put into the project. They approached the Students' Association—who
at that time had a surplus of funds—to see
if they would share costs.
The SA weren't interested, so the DPW
was asked to come up with a lower priced, lesser quality plan. Their new estimate
of $50,000 has not yet been submitted for
approval.
The price is a reasonable one, according
to Howard.

"We've done some pricing around the
city," he said. "The average cost is about
$9,000 a court, but construction of foundations here is always more expensive
because of poor soil conditions."
Mr. Howard would like to see the
courts built, but doubts the . current estimate will be approved.
"I don't think the college is prepared to
spend $50,000 on tennis courts," he said,
adding there are other projects -in need of
funding, projects many people may consider more important than tennis courts.

Manpower Really Cares
by SANDRA DEAGLE
As of April 1, the number of employers
recruiting RRCC students through the
campus Manpower office equalled the
total of last year
"In 1966 we scrambled to get
employers interested in hiring students,"
said Andy Gaskin, Manpower counsellor,
"Now some employers are planning interviews a year in advance."
"This is a. reflection of the attitude of
the students," he said, "Employers' reactions are positive. They say that Red
River students have a mature outlook
towards work compared to students on
university campuses."
"Students are the school's best advertisement," said Mr. Gaskin. Graduates
from RRCC not 'only create a good image for the school in their repective fields,
but also introduce strong footholds for
future graduates.
"Manpower interest is a continuing
one, but impact • right now is on the
graduating classes," he said, "At the
same time, we are looking at the effect of
these students on next year's grads. From
them we can compound information,
such as salaries, for next year."
Many students aren't registered with
the campus office and there is little Manpower can do to find them jobs.
"The student that doesn't make use of
these facilities' is really missing out on
something," said Mr. Gaskin,27here ate

•

alternatives. They could write numerous
letters, seek jobs through the newspapers,
or knock on doors. There is something to
say though, on the comfort of being interviewed on campus rather than downtown
— it's like being in your own backyards."
Manystudents defer going to the Manpower office till a later date and usually
miss the best job prospects. The first rush
are students with good academic standings (3.5-4.0), "the ones that need the
help the least of all. They're probably 3.8
students because they're well organized,"
said ,Mr. Gaskin, "It's a bad thing to wait
till the last minute."
There are several reasons for poor
response. One is that many people have a
sour attitude towards Canada Manpower
from unsatisfactory past experiences.
"Negative things are remembered,"
said Mr. Gaskin, "red tape, scattered
placements, and applicants receiving
wrong jobs for their training. Here, on
this campus, I like' to think it's different. I
am the middleman. and. I try to get the
right jobs for the right students."
Students of entire' courses at RRCC
aren't registered with the Manpower office: Advertising Art, Photography,
Creative Communications to name a few.
A. H. Simmonds, Creative Arts department head, said that these courses keep in
close contact with the profession.
"A lot of students get jobs on their own

enthusiasm. At one time Manpower said
there were no jobs in Winnipeg for
photographers. We kept our own
statistics for eight years and found adequate jobs in the city. Ad Art keeps in
close contact. with its profession both in
and out of the province." Neil Harris; Creative Communications
department head, said they usually
bypass Manpower, as students are
treated like "so many pegs to fit so many
holes."
He added that 84% of last year's
graduating class found course related
jobs. "The students have to be trained,
and enterprising in order to get a job.
Employers in this field like students to
make personal contacts with them."
Mr. Gaskin wishes that courses, such
as the ones above, would file a letter containing a detailed course description with
the campus Manpower office. A. list of
companies where the students of these
courses would like to find employment
would also be apkreciated.
"I'd rather' aim at the target with a rifle
than a shotgun," said Mr. Gaskin.
Form letters with the detailed informa-.
tion would be sent to the prospective
employers listed to encourage awareness
of the courses and initiate interest in
recruiting their graduates.
Mr. Simmonds and Mr. Harris both
agreed that . it would do no harm to comply.
,

.
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The lady charms 'her audiences with
snakes, pythons and rattlers; she owns
and has the world's only trained kinkajou; she finds her tarantula an adoring
pet.
Her name is Lolita, an erotic dancer.
She boasts a unique act, playing to
audiences all over North America. Her
stage presence has been highly paid in
Las Vegas and in her native state of
California.
These days Lolita finds her act very
hard to book. She said, "very few people
know what a Kinkajou is.
"Agents aren't interested in animal acts
these days. Hotel owners are not ready to
spend the extra money for a good sound
system or a professional act."
Lolita is now working in Winnipeg,
booked as a topless dancer. Her animals
stay at home. She is not prepared to show
them unless an establishment is willing
to pay a higher fee than 'your regular
stripper' receives.
Lolita works for Gladies Balsillie; all
dancers here do. Lolita told a lecture
theatre audience, "if you don't work for
Gladies, you're not working in WinniPeg."
Lolita, a U.S. citizen, works in Win- nipeg on visas that last about six weeks.
She is able to renew them and likes Winnipeg because there is work all year
round (for a dancer without animals).
Lolita feels Winnipeg is unique in this
regard.
Lolita entered the world of the 'strip
tease' at a ripe 21 years. She believes the
tease is gone and barroom entertainment
critics are only interested in the 'beaver',
a word familiar to even the not-sopatriotic Canadian.
This thin Woman with breasts suitable
to her calling, refuses to bare her own
beaver, not because of morals or shyness.
She believes some things should be left to
the imagination . of the viewer.
"There is nothing more of a bother
than some heckler in the audience yelling
`beaver, beaver, beaver'!"
In the 'old days' dancers worked to
regulation.
"We used props, and more cover-ups
called pasties," she said, "and they were
little sequin items stuck to the breast very
uncomfortably with tape or glue. We kept
our panties on, something like the present
day bikini."
Today, Winnipeg offers a host of nude
acts ranging from clumsy to exotic.
"It's not only the money the girls work
for. It's also the applause and admiration,
especially for girls who are in the business
because they enjoy it." Lolita and critters
obviously enjoy the audience and
applause.
Lolita, the exotic dancer, has done
many tours to schools throughout
Canada and the U.S. She brings her pets
to children who may not otherwise get a
chance to see such animals.
The Business Administration students
brought Lolita in as a project for their
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Late
The Snake • Charmer
by tIRIAN MITCHELL

,

iru

ii

English course. Some animals(a 90 pound
python) were left at home, as there were
no volunteers willing to carry them into
the school.
Among the guests was Jose, a bull
snake native to California, usually billeu
as the warm-up act. Seconil in the cast
was a retioulated python, eight feet in
length, . native to 'Malaya and the

Phillipine Islands. These snakes are
generally used by snake charmers.
Her animals are on special permits to
appear in this country, but future restrictive laws will -eliminate such acts. The
laws are a direct response to the 'endangered species treaty'.
The largest snake in her college presentation was a Burmese python, which

Lolita termed `calm, cool and clean'. The
I 2' snake weighs around fifty pounds.
He made quite an impression on the
audience as he slithered centre stage,
moving out . towards the audience.
Tarantulas are usually restricted to
James Bond movies and horror\ flicks but
students here were• fortunate to view the
large spider. Puppy, a female Mexican
red neck. Tarantula, stayed very still in
Lolita's hand as she, discussed the mating
habits of the arachnid. An interesting fact
about their mating is, the male is often
killed after he fertilizes the eggs or soon
,
dies (life fulfilled).
The Kinkajou, commonly known as
the honey bear, is native to Central and
South America, The bear is related to the
well-known panda bear of carnival
acclaim. The. animal is nocturnal and it
was a chore to wake him for his college
performance. The bear has been trained to walk on
two feet and pirouette. He has a rather
long tongue which he exposed for all to
see. The bear was the show stopper of the
event.
During Lolita's talk she tried to
alleviate the fears of people who find
these types of animals distasteful: After
discussion she allowed her audience to
come up and touch the animals and ask
questions about them.
A large audience consisting of about
• 95% males turned out to see this exotic
dancer and her animals.
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Learn
To Speak

. II

.
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RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TRIMESTER ACADEMIC YEAR
1976 - 1977

by KIM GRUNDY

(To be used for planning only)

Communication is taught to us by the
people around us and by our parents.
However, if you can't hear, who will :
teach you to communicate? RRCC has
courses for the deaf. They are extending
their services to teach those - who can
speak just how to communicate with
those who can't.
During May, Hearing and Speech
month, RRCC is ,giving two hour
workshops to teach people who can talk,
basics of sign language.
The teacheth for the mini course are
Robbi Walker, Bev Burns, Kathy
Yerakis, Darcy Borsa, and Janis
Hawkins. The workshops are very informal and friendly. They are held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the tower
lounge from II:00 to 1:00.
Tuesdays are finger spelling days in
which you learn to alphabet and practice
putting words together. Thursdays you
learn the basic signs such as the signs for
and, but, the days of the week, the
members of the family and relatives, and
many others.
If you are really interested in learning
how to communicate with the deaf, evening courses will begin in the fall. As for
the present workshops, a greater attendance would be appreciated, unless of
course everyone is afraid to communicate
with everyday people.
If not, go the tower lounge on May 18
and May 20. It's worth it and it's very interesting.

All staff reports to college for work.
Altvacations must be completed prior to this date.
Labour Day — college closed.
Sept. 6/76
Registration week — students register, purchase books, and supplies,
Sept. 13/76
write supplemental exams, hold orientation sessions, etc.
Classes begin at 8:00 a.m.
Sept. 20/76
Thanksgiving Day — college closed.
Oct. 11/76
Remembrance Day — college closed.
Nov. 11/76
Dec. 16-22/76 Exams for fall term — all marks to be recorded before noon Thursday,
December 23, 1976.
Dec. 24/76
Aug. 30/76

Christmas break for students.
Jan. 2/77
Registration for winter term — classes begin at 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 3/77
Mar. 28-31/77 Exams start Wed., 23 — Exams ends March 29. Exams for winter term
— all marks to be recorded before 2:30 p.m. March 30, 1977. Term
break — all classes off March 30, March 31, April 1.
Registration for spring term —,classes begin 1:00 p.m.
Apr. 4/77
Good Friday — college closed.
Apr. 8/77
Easter Monday — college closed.
Apr. 11/77
Open House — no classes (tentative):
Apr. 22/77
Victoria Day — college closed.
May 23/77
June 20-24/77 Exams for spring term — all marks to be recorded before 2:30 p.m.,
June 24; 1977.
Convocation (tentative).
June 29/77
Dominion Day — college closed.
July 1/77
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Theatre
In Calgary
by BARBARA BIGGAR
"Want to see suicide?" You do!
Oh .. you mean you did. It was very
entertaining? A group called what?
Readers Theatre? What's that?"
On April 14 there were indeed many
people who saw suicide. Suicide in the
form of a Readers Theatre production
entitled "Quiet Cries." Incidentally, the
applause from the Black Lecture Theatre
wasn't canned so I guess'the production
really was a/success.
The theatre group, a first for our
college, consists of students. Any student.
Even you. The purpose is to give the student a chance to participate artistically in
a form of drama. But don't think it's like
the big stage dramas you see. Readers
Theatre is much simpler. The group
works on drama through the mediums of
speech, music, and dance. You still act,
but the acting is basically through your
voice instead of body actions. And,
because it's a Readers Theatre they don't
have to go to all the expense and long
hours, (which are so precious to students)
of making elaborate costumes and
scenery. I guess you could say they improvise.
As a part of the group you become an
entertainer, providing entertainment that
is one of a kind in the college.
There are also personal benefits. First,
you learn to develop articulation in your
voice. The group this year also found

they received an education in developing
a sensitivity towards the characters and
the problems that the characters are feeling.
is very important' to keep this group
going. The group helps to enhance the
reputation of the college. You see, there is
an annual Readers Theatre festival. This
year the group ... oh yes, the
group ... Bara Biggar, Earl Buermeyer,
Norman Cobb, Dale Ratcliffe, Jeanhine
Silver, Debbie Sleva, John Speilman, and
Bruce Wood, all under the direction of

Mrs. Irene Karasick, instructor in the
communication department, travelled to
Calgary.
The festival was a three day event.
April 20, 21, and 22. Twelve colleges participated. Three from Canada and nine
from various parts: of the United States.
So you see, by participating in the festival
the group gets a chance to exchange ideas
with other college students, and RRCC
becomes a familiar name in their minds.
Irene Karasick, director of the group,
said the festival was an eye opener.
"I was aware," she said, "that this type
of theatre was there, but not at such a
high level. It was very entertaining.
sure we'll be invited to the festival next
1 11
year.
Our group 'discovered that Mount
Royal College in Calgary has a specific
course in Readers Theatre. The amount
of enthusiasm towards it was incredible
and the facilities? You couldn't ask much
more from a • college.
The productions themselves varied
greatly in theme — from serious drama to
light comedy. While the standard of performances was very high, Mrs; Karasick•
felt that the RRCC group "outdid
themselves, taking into consideration the
inexperience and lack of professional.
training. They were well within the
average of the others."
If you are interested in Readers
Theatre come to the organizational
meeting on Wed., May 19 at 12:00 in
Room D209. We want to become a club
under the auspices of the Student
Association. Remember', a club needs
people.
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Gourmet Dining Returns
Gourmet cuisine in a licensed' dining
room returns to Red River Community
College May 18 when the Assiniboia Inn
opens 'its doors for a four-week evening
program.
Once again, the gourmet fare will be
prepared and served by the • senior
students in Hotel and Restaurant Administration.
"The evening program was so wellreceived last year that we'll stay with
pretty much the same menus this year,"
Otto Kirzinger, Head of Training, Food
Services Department, said in an inter ?,

.

view. "And we've expanded the wine list
to include Argentinian, Spanish and
French wines."
Tournedos Rossini, Broiled Loster
Tail, Rock Cornish Game Hen, Brook
Trout Doria, Crepe Suzette, Banana
Flambe are just a few of the items
featured on ten selected menus which will
be rotated daily over the four-week
period.
Reservations are required and will be
taken at DI01, (ask for Marcelle) up to
four days in advance of the preferred
date.
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Sports
by MICHELLE DUMAINE
Heating supplies, sports equipment,
and jean and t-shirt stores are being set
up all over RRCC - but only on paper.
Fourth-term Business Administration
students, split into groups of 18 to 20, are
hard at it in Seminar, the B.A. major
project. Every aspect•in setting up a small
business is covered in the seminar projects. The time allotment for the work is
four months, or the final term of B.A.
This time factor is the major complaint
from the groups, as up to three years can
be spent in setting up a real business.
Individuals are placed in the groups on
a random basis so as to eliminate group
packing. While under normal business
proceedings a group would • organize
itself, it would be difficult for seminar to
proceed if you depended on having you're
best buddy working along side of you.
"I don't think there'll be • any friends
after this," said one hard-working B.A.
student.
Generally students are satisfied with
their groups—no `business' , has six ac-

countanting majors while another has
none...
The budget for the project is based on
the hypothetical $3,000 giVen to each
group member. Funds are pulled together
and the seminar group decides what kind
of business to invest their funds into.
Every aspect of opening a, new
business is involved in -the project.
Licences and legal documents are obtained, a three-year forecast is submitted,
advertising funds are allotted, and the ultimate objective is for the business to
make- a profit.
Seminar co-ordinator W. A. Porter
feels that the five-credit course is the best
learning program' for B.A. students.
Seminar takes all the theory of the first
three terms . and applies it practically to
business.
Next year, working the trimester
system, seminar will be spread over the
final two terms; so the time problem will
be overcome, though too late for this
year's students.
.

`Lady', Lakoff claims, has nonserious,
frivolous or trivial connotations in many
contexts. Compare the implications of
!wily doctor, lady sculptor and woman
sculptor and woman doctor. Ladies
Liberation is an unthinkable title for an
organization and reflects the trivial and
derogatory associations of the term.
In our western society feminists have
claimed that man is regarded as the norm,
a woman as a departure from the norm,
using linguistic structure as evidence. The
linguistic forms cited as evidence can be
described as marked or unmarked.
What kind of words are possible when
talking about women? How are women
referred to? Robin Lakoff, in an article
called "Language and Woman's Place",
discusses that the fenlinine is often marked by .adding the prefix "-ness" to the
male form, e.g. prince, water, conductor.
This is most true of terms referring to
social or occupational roles, and it is understandable that the female forms are
derived from the male forms, since the infiltration of women into professional roles
was subsequent to the occupation of these
roles by men. Language is now reflecting
historical change.

Intramurals At A Glance
May 21 is the deadline date for the last
four events being sponsored by the
RRCC intramural program.
. An archery tournament will be 'held in
the south Gym May 25th from 5:00 to
7:00 p.m. The format announced by June
Graham, phys-ed intramural coordinator, will feature two divisions. The
"A" will be for students proficient in the
sport. Any competitor who has competed
in a Manitoba Archery event must enter
the "A" division.
Ms. Graham said the college will supply any equipment required by competitors
free of charge.
If interested, entries are accepted in
room GM 19. There is no entry fee but a
deposit is required when entering. It will
be refunded as long as you don't default.
Ms. Graham has managed to -find
available tennis facilities for the annual
RRCC tennis tournament. The event will
be held May 26-27 at the beer Lodge
Tennis Club.
The event will have male and female
singles competitions.

The annual golf tour am ent is to be
challenge cup which would consist of
held May 26, 27 and 28 at the Bel Acres
sports requiring little skill. Any grourt
Golf and Country Club. The event will
could form to challenge a team presently
feature four different competitions. The _ holding the cup. She said 'the event has
18-hole championships will present
been very popular at Kelsey Institute in
awards to the low gross and the low net
Saskatoon.
scores.
There will be a nine-hole competition
for both men and women with awards going to the low gross score, and there will
be ,a one-ball mixed twosome event.
And there will be the softball tournament on May 28th. The tournament will
again be held at the Tec-Voc High and
Sargent
Park
diamonds.
INTRAMURAL NOTES ... Playoffs
have now started in the floor hockey and
The annual RRCC Awards Banquet
co-ed volleyball leagues ... While this
will be June 4 at the International Inn.
season's intramural program is still runStudents who have represented the
ning, June Graham is already, preparing
college in any 4-West sport as well as
for next season's program. Ms. Graham
soccer or table tennis are welcome. Prior
hopes to introduce snow golf which will
registration at the physical education
be played on the RRCC grounds and 10
department is required.
pin bowling ... She is also considering
RRCC athletes of the year, as well as
beginning something completely different
most valuable players, will be named at
in intramural activities. There would be a
the dinner.
.

Awards Dinner
June 4

DISCRIMINATION

Watch Your. Language
(CUP)

from the Salient

Our attitudes towards events, things
and people are often reflected by the way
we express ourselves, by our choice of
vocabulary, grammatical construction
and accent. We all learn, along with the
formal or structural features of language,
how to use language appropriately in
different social situations. The process of
socialization involves learning the constraints which society imposes on our
behaviour — including language
'behaviour. We learn to speak appropriately to different people, in different
settings about different topics.
And the societies' values are often
reflected in the code which is considered
appropriate in a particular situation.
`Lady' is- often used for 'woman' especially when the context needs' dignifying in some way; e.g., the more demeaning a job is, the more likely that the
female holding it will be described as a
lady; hence, cleaning lady, sales lady, tea
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lady. It is considered more polite to say
tea lady than to talk of the teawoman.

Germaine Greer points out that many
terms which were originally sexually
neutral have "gained virulence by sexual
discrimination". She cites examples like
`harlot', `howden', and `chit' which are
nowadays used only to refer to women in
a derogatory sense.
What are the male equivalents of terms
like `slut', 'whore' and `an easy lay'? Also
notice the metaphorical implications of
expressions like `bitch', 'filly', `kitten',
`chick', `bird', `goose', `cookie', `crumpet',
and `a juicy piece'; and the derogatory
implications of `a bit of fluff', `a crubber',
-`a bit of skirt', or `tail', `a piece of ass' and
so on.
Similarly, the use of some specialized
terms when applied to women again treat
them as primarily sexual beings.
Compare `he's a professional' and
`she's a professional'. As Lakoff said, "a
man is defined in the serious world by
what he does, a woman by her sexuality."
The words 'promiscuous' and 'cheap' are
words generally applied to women rather
than men and in a sexual context rather
than any other. The words `prositute' and
`virgin' have no commonly used male
equivalents. Even `groupie' which was -intended by Frank Zappa to be free from
perjorative coloring is now used and
reacted to as an insult by the women it
refers to.

WOMENS INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS
TEACHER ED TUFFIES
Front Row - Left to Right - Suzanne Bernier, Darcy Packard
Back Row - Left to Right -. Janice Dickson Audrey Heinrichs

Judy Hales, Barb McInnes

MENS INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPS
- HELLBENT HOOPERS
Front Row - Left to Right - Dave Elmore

,

Chuck Hitchen,

Slavko Korade.
Back Row - Left to Right - Don Johnson, Wilf Caisley,
Stan Wolf.
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Thank
The Lord
Joey Breitenstein, left, breaks a concrete block with one blow. This was the first
time he ever attempted this stunt. The first year BA student began Tae Kwon-do last
October. In the recent international tournament, Joey captured second place in two
events.

They're
Friendly
Photos by
SCOTT SMALLWOOD

Glen Toews, above, uses a front snap kick to destroy two. boards. Glen, a fourth
.term BA student, who began taking instruction in Feb., 1976, won first place in the
heavyweight white belt competition at the international tournament in April.

Story by MURRAY RAUW

Last year, if Joey Breitenstein needed a
concrete' block broken in half he would
have taken it to a contractor to have it
cut, like anybody else. But, on May 3, he
broke one in half with a single blow from
his right hand. The stunt was one of
many performed in the tower lounge by
18 Tae kwon-do enthusiasts, led by their
head instructor Park Jung Tae. Six of the
participants were RRCC students who
receive instruction twice a week at the
college from Mr Park.
Park spoke highly of the RRCC contingent, noting RRCC students captured
four trophies at the Tae Kwon-do international championships held in Winnipeg
Steve Myskew, above, received his yellow belt about a week before the RRCC
recently.
demonstration. Steve, a telecommunication student, is shown punching through two
Tae kwon-do is one of many forms of
boards.
the martial art. Park said it differs from
other forms mainly in the different kicks.
Tae Kwon-do requires three different
kicks - jumping, flying and high-kicking.
"Tae kwon-do is more scientific," Park
added.
Park, 33, began the art when he was
twelve years old in his Native South
Korea. He spent 4 - 6 hours daily practicing as he worked from a white belt to
the sixth - degree black belt he now holds.
He has given demonstrations of the art
around the world. In 1970, he performed
at Expo 70 in Tokyo.
At the RRCC demonstration Park
showed his prowess. The final stunt
featured him doing a flying kick over a
motorcycle and rider, breaking I three
boards before landing. •
Two other black belts performed at the
RRCC demonstration. Charlie McKinnon and, Jim Nemeth gave an exhibition
of free full - contact sparring. Later
Italo Panico, right, a first year BA student smashes two boards with a 1W turn
Nemeth used a reverse knife hand chop to
side kick. Italo is co-ordinator of the RRCC Tae Kwon-do club.
break through four concrete bricks.
PAGE 14

Nemeth's hands bore a slight cut along
his knuckles after the demonstration.
"That's the trouble with breaking bricks,"
he said, "it scrapes your hands.
McKinnon, an RCMP constable, said
he practices Tae Kwon-do strictly as a
hobby. He said he doesn't use the art .in
his work although it probably helps his
self-confidence.
Another member of the RCMP,. Steve
Cartland, had four concrete blocks placed on his stomach and then broken by a
sledge hammer. Cartland said the stunt is
an exercise in concentration. He started
with a patio block and the flat end of an
axe and has -worked up from there.
Ernie Jacobson, a Commercial and Industrial Sales student, and the holder of a
green belt, used a reverse knife chop to
break two boards. The punch was
delivered with the left hand after an
earlier attempt to break three boards with
his right hand had failed.
"The only trick is in your concentration," Jacobson said. "You can't be
scared of it. You have to forget the
boards are even there." He then excused
himself so he could visit the health centre
to get his right hand checked. Debbie Proch, a 2nd year secretarial
science student and Amy Pang, a 1st year
Business Administration student, proved
to the large crowd that size is not a major
criteria.
Debbie broke one board with a reverse
knife hand chop ddring the the performance, but not satisfied so after the
demonstration she broke two boards.
This was a first for her.
The remarkable thing about Amy, a
yellow belt, is that she dropped the activity two years abo but appeared at the
demonstration and broke a one inch thick
spruce board with a, front snap kick.
"I practiced for a while last night," she
said.

Winner of first place in the lightweight white belt competition at the recent championships, Al Bialkowski is shown jumping six persons and breaking two boards with a
side kick. The first year BA student only began Tae Kwon-do in late February.

Dave McIntosh, above, a first year Civil Technology student breaks a one inch

spruce board with a Free Board Break.
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On the same bill youll find a quiet little
picture titled The Last American Hero.
Produced away in 1972, this is an interesting, if not altogether good, story of a
country-bumpkin stock-car racer played
by Jeff Bridges. It's an ambling kind , of
film, with no real purpose, and is only
worth seeing because of Bridges unique
acting abilities and a beautiful soundtrack
featuring the late Jim Croce. A good
way to spend evening.

by DWIGHT DUBOWITS

•
•
•

It was only natural that LUCKY
LADY should return to Winnipeg
theatres so quickly after a particularly
bad run just a few months ago. For some
strange reason (probably bad taste) this
fine film starring Gene Hackman, Liza
Minelli, and Burt Reynolds was shunned
by critics across the continent, especially
the goofballs in New York. As a result,
audience turnout was low, and the film
came close to being a financial disaster.
Fortunately, it is now being released;
partly because this is a traditionally slow
time of the year for new flicks, and partly
because LUCKY LADY is simply one of
the more enjoyable films one could ever
hope to see.
The plot concerns three would-be rum
runners during the prohibition years,' who
try to make the elusive fast buck by
attempting to out think both the coastguard and rival rum-runners. The production is par excellence, the acting is
Hackman-Reynolds-Minelli at their
hilarious best, and the overall effect is one
of exciting adventure and good humor—a
rare commodity these days.
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Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid
is back too, for the trillionth time. Even
though it's getting kind of ragged with
age, it's still a super enjoyable film, and
well worthy of all the 1969 Oscars it
received. Stars Robert Redford and Paul
Newman, in case you've been away for a
while. Good, genuine western humor for
just about anybody.

For something relatively new, you can
always check out Joseph Ruben's
production of the Pom Pom Girls, but
you probably won't like it— unless you
have a lot of bee-bop blood in you. It's
sort of an American Graffiti circa 1976
ala cheap production budget, with some
nice little touches thrown in-like good
five-year-old music, beautiful California
scenery, and some pretty impressive
photography. The story is about a bunch
of high-school students in' an inky-dinky
little southern California coastal town,
who have nothing better, to do than fornicate, steal fire trucks, fornicate, dri v e
the hell out of their cars, fornicate, play
football, and when they have tired of doing all of the above, fornicate. Newcomer
Robert Carradine stars (brother of Keith
and David), along with with a bargefull of
classic California blonds, who actually
have very little to do with pom-pomming.
There is no real story-line and, when you
think about it, it's all really kind of silly,
but somehow the clean-cut all Americantype effect of the film makes it kind of,
well, happy. And happy films can be fun
to watch too, you know.

If you're a real Sean Connery freak,
you might take in one of his more dowdier films, The Terrorists. This is a really
low-keyed "thriller" if you want to call it
that, that has Connery playing the head
of security at a Norwegian airport who
tries to• figure out a way to snuff out a
bunch of IRA hijackers. Aside from the
fact that the film is full of some excellent
Norwegian landscapes, it features
Connery at his worst, and shows one just
what really boring films are all about.
•

Last but not least, is Sydney Pollack's
1974 production of Chinatown . It's a
superbly-made detective story set in the
'30s with Faye Dunaway as the damsel in
distress, and the multi-talented Jack
Nicholson as the determined detective
trying to dig his way to the bottom of a
mountain of mystery and intrigue. This is
one of those hard-to-find films where
everything=acting, directing, screenplay,
and cinematography—blend together in
perfect harmony. Definitely a movie
worth. seeing.
PAGE 17
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Dubowits Believe It Or Else

FEES (per 3-Week semester

SUMMER ART
EXPLOSION
DAIRY BARN
WORKSHOP

offered by the
University of Manitoba
Continuing Education
Division in co-operation
with the School of Art

JULY 19 TO
AUGUST 27
1976
UM

Individual Courses:
Art History (6 hours)
Calligraphy (18 hours)
Glass SculPtlife (38 hours)
Water Colour Painting (38 hours)
Silk Screen Printing (38 hours)
Weaving (18 hours)

$ 25.00
$ 40.00
$160.00
$100.00
$100.00
$ 45.00

3-Course Package:
One Semester (3 weeks)
Two Semesters (6 weeks)

$150.00
$250.00-

by DWIGHT DUBOWITS
$275.00)
$275.00)

(or 74 hours
(or 74 hours
(or 74 hours

$275.00)

Materials and Lab Fees
All courses will require students
to purchase or obtain materials. A
list of required materials will be
sent to students upon registration.
Lab fees will be charged as
follows:
Silk Screen Printing Lab Fee
Glass Sculpture Lab Fee

$15.00
$15.00

I
TIMETABLE
Semester I July 19 to August 6
Semester II — August 9 to 27
Art History
Tues & Thurs 9:00-10:00 am

Officials at ■ the Royal Hong Kong
Jockey Club were somewhat perplexed
with the results of a horse's urine test
following one of the day's races. The test,
designed to detect any traces of drugs in
the horse's system, showed that the horse
had apparently been drinking coffee and
smoking cigarettes. Explanation? None.

Silk Screen Printing
Tues, Wed, Thurs & Fri
1:30-5:00 pm

Police in y Laconia, New Hampshire,
arrested a slightly sloshed motorist on
suspicion of drunken driving and gave the
driver a breathalyzer test. The driver,
however, snatched' the test results when
the coppers weren't looking and ate them.
When the polies decided to check out the
machine with a rcitftftie calibration test, he
ate the results of that, too? He was charged with desruction of evidence.

Glass Sculpture
Tues, Wed, Thurs & Fri
1:30-5:00 pm

Taaniko Weaving
Tues & Thurs 10:00 am-1:00 pm
Calligraphy "T"Tues & Thurs 10:00 am-1:00 pm
Water Colour Painting
Tues, Wed, Thurs & Fri
.1:30-5:00 pm

Jo.

All courses are subject to cancellation
due to insufficient registration.

Here's poetic justice at • its best. This
warning is posted near the limits of a
Pittsburgh suburb: NEVILLE
TOWNSHIP REMINDS YOU:
THIRTY DAYS HATH SEPTEMBER,
APRIL, JUNE and NOVEMBER —
AND ANYONE EXCEEDING OUR
SPEED LIMIT. That reminds me of
another one I saw while cruising past
some hicktown in southern Georgia —
DRIVE SLOW, SEE OUR TOWN;
DRIVE FAST, SEE OUR JAIL.

Farewell, Grads!

When three gunmen broke into the
home of a 70-year-old woman in Beirut,
she informed them that she only had 25
Lebanese pounds — about 10 dollars,
Canadian — and smiled apologetically.
Unfortunately, her smile exposed several
gold teeth among her dentures, so the
robbers took those, too, before leaving.
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past year.. Balloons were everywhere —
they were also cheap.
And the band! For . $25, only the very
best need apply! The students in shops
created a modest stage for these lucky
performers, so that they rose to dizzy
heights on fake brick siding.
Naturally, the school colors of- red and
grey were the unifying theme. Loyalty
was everything.
Excitement rose as the date approached. Who asked whom to the dance
far outweighed the coming exams.
Dresses were made (or bought, if you
were one of the lucky ones). Hair was
washed constantly with Sunlight soap, to
give it incredible highlights.
At last the night arrived. It was warm;
but years ago, June was always warm. I
remember dressing in a frenzy_ of anticipation. Heckling and advice poured
from siblings and parents, but I paid no
heed. The midnight curfew was light eons
.

.

away, and since nobody had a car, what's
to worry? Besides, chaperones would line
the walls like wallpaper. The punch would
be wet, but innocent. Smoking was not
permitted.
My date arrived, corsage in hand, to
present himself to my parents, and, ignoring the snickers of brothers and sisters,
took me off in a cloud of Aqua Velva. I
pinned on my corsage (four or five lovely
roses), and took off my glasses.
We danced the night away, showing
those interlopers from Gordon Bell that
the Kelvin "clip" was far superior to their
version. It was also guaranteed to wear a
hole in the knee of my . stocking. But no
'Matter!
Everything took on an unreal quality,
Colors, faces and music blurred into a
trip to the moon on gossamer wings. Or
was that the steam rising from all the
bodies packed into the gym? Or the fact
that I really. couldn't see a thing. Maybe
that's nostalgia!
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Tribespeople near Port Moresby, New
Guinea, have proposed a new way to
boost tourism in the area — return to
Cannibalism. The natives did say,
however, that they didn't need to kill
anyone, but would try and make do with
a body from the hospital morgue. Gee, it
kind of gets you right there, doesn't it?
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This classified ad appeared in a
Nashville daily paper, the Tennessean:
"For sale — 1966 Corvair. Smokes, but .
it's old enough. $295."

From a U.P.I. press release: "Police
`battled a gang of bandits in southern
Thailand Saturday. One bandit was killed. A police spokesman said the battle
began when the bandit gang, disguised as
policemen, challenged a group of policement - disguised as bandits."

Registration deadline is June 10th.

(Dawn McKeag
The inside cover of the last Projector
announced the coming Grads Farewell. I
was overcome with nostalgia, and a tear
came to my eye as I reflected my own
farewell, so many years ago.
The whole thing began months before
the event took place. The date was decided by the student council, who appointed
a committee to arrange the affair. And
here's where the action really started,
because you'd bust your bippy to get on
that committee. All the school heros were
involved, and since it took many, many
meetings to plan and prepare the biggest
event of the year, it was obvious where
the best chances were for the best dates.
Decorations were the big thing. Yards
and yards of colored streamers, which
had to be sprayed to render them fireproof, festooned the gym. (Where else
could you have a Grads Farewell?) Huge
•cartoons enhanced the walls, depicting
the more light-hearted moments of the
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'According to the New York Times; a .•
book written by a couple of scientists that
was published a few months ago predicts
that Los Angeles will be destroyed by an
earthquake "in the early 1960s". The
story goes on to say•that other scientists
reviewing the book have "voiced strong
doubts about the theory::
Nuff said.
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Year after year one item that continues
to hang near the top of the stereo
listener's shopping list is headphones. The
reasoning for this demand is probably
based on a number of diverse reasons,
most being at a personal level.
While you're relaxing in a stereo field
created by two/four speakers and you
move a few feet to one side, you will find
that you've inadvertently changed the
balance of the musical field: You're now
nearer to one of the speakers than to the
other, and that speaker will • tend to
dominate your attention. The music '
program tends to lose any realism it
possessed. Now, if you put on a pair of
headphones, You automatically enter a
very closed and regulated listening field.
You can shift your head, you body, and
even leave the room (if the cord is long
enough) and the field will remain the
same because you have not changed the
distance between you and the
headphone's speakers: you've only moved closer or father from the amp or tape
machine.
Beyond this physical limitation,
headphones have a curious quality of
realism peculiar only to fairly expensive
speaker systems. Because you remain
constant in one position between the
headphone's drivers, you are automatically placed in the best position for listening.
The recording engineer most likely
balanced the tape or album to a. central
point, and with the use of headphones,
you are actually right in that position.
And when engineered; the sounds were
blended across the channels so that one
instrument or voice does not appear totally in one channel only. It is this blending
that gives • stereo headphones their
realistic sound.
The actual environment created by
headphones is a 'closed' one and this is
another advantage. You are literally cut
off from room noise and noisy people to a
high degree, and so your enjoyment of
good music should be greater. And, as
well as keeping sounds out, headphones
can also keep sounds 'in', so you dOn't
have to scrape anyone's nerves with BTO
or Leonard Bernstein and the Philharmonic. This also comes in handy if your
roommate wantes to listen to the gastric
sounds of Captain Beeflieart and his
Magical Band (ugh!) because you can
just slap the headphones on him and
threaten his health and welfare if he dares
take them off.
When it comes down to actually selecting a set of -stereo headphones you may
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be pleased to know that price is not the
most important factor to consider. What'
you want are phones that above all, fit
comfortably. Don't even worry about
what they look like. Manufacturers are
_producing headphones now that can
range from two tiny drivers that look like
transister radio earphones to new designs
that fit your head like a football helmet.
You're buying them so try them on.
Headphones . should have a minimum of
pressure at any point on your head. They
should be very lightweight and wellcushioned, and the Cups surrounding the
drivers should virtually seal your ear to
that sound source. As for headphone

price ... well you're the best judge of
what you can afford. Don't throw away
your whole pension cheque on a pair of
headphones, but don't skimp too much
either.
Once you get a pair of headphones you
like, you'll be surprised at things you'll
hear on records that you never heard
before. For example, did you know that
when Bob Dylan sang his protest song
"Hurrican Carter", he was singing
through high-speed revolving speakers?
Believe me, you'll notice a great deal
more using headphones than you will
listening to records, FM and tapes.

The Winnipeg Art Gallery will feature an exhibition of 41
woven. lion rugs from the Fars district of Southern Iran in
Galleries Four and Five on May 22, 1976:
The exhibition is taken from the collection of Parviz and
Manijeh Tanavoli and is circulated by the Smithsonian Institulion Travelling Exhibition Services.
Linked together by. one common subject — the lion — this
colorful exhibition examines the rich tradition of nomadic rug
weaving previously unknown to the Western World.
Lion Rugs From Fars will remain on view at the Winnipeg
Art Gallery until June 20, 1976.

;t
,r

The Manitoba Theatre Workshop's Confidential Exchange is
proud to present Erika Ritter's A VISITOR FROM
CHARLESTON to be staged at the Manitoba Theatre
Workshop, 160 Princess St. on May 21st to 23rd and May 25th
to 29th at 8:30 p.m.
What happens when a discontented Woman opens her door to
a man who sells instant fantasy? In this case, Instant Fantasy is
a line of cosmetics, but what the handsome salesman is really
selling and what Eva Gratton so desperately wants to buy turns
out to be quite different What begins as a commercial
demonstration, ends in a psycho-sexual battle of wits in which
the ultimate prize is sanity.
The play has been written by Erika Ritter, currently among
Canada's most promising young playwrights, and will be
directed by Paula Sperdakos who starred in the original produc
tion. Featured in the cast are Katia de Pena, Jan Muszynski,
Christopher Covert and Brian Richardson. This production is
being sponsored by an Explorations grant of the Canada Council.
Tickets are $3.00 for adults and $1.50 for students and
golden-agers, and may be reserved by calling 942-7291.

All Categories - Used - Not Abused

Halls Book Service
2037 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg Manitoba
Hours - 10.0ff -6.00 Daily
except Sunday

tv,

C. Hall; Prop. Phone 837-4901
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WHEN: TODAY ONLY! Black Lecture Theatre, 11 a.m.
WHAT: Presentation: How G.W.L. locates target
markets ... WHY BUY INSURANCE?

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
- The PS column is a new feature to the

WHO: Director of Marketing, Advertising and Sales of
Canada and the U.S. for G.W.L., Mr. D. Murdock.

entertainment pages. If you or your group
( or whatever ) have any items of interest ,

The Wooden Nickel
225 St. Mary's Road
1,1%.1:f,‘...: LI(
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Ph. 247-5247
Dr .t ,
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( shows, displays, happenings, etc ) and

WHY: Have you ever bought Insurance? Why haven't you
bought it yet ... maybe you need it but don't know it.

want to let people know - write or get in
touch with Dwight Dubowits at our offices
at 786-6275 or failing that, leave a message
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YOU
NOWS ..1101111 CHANCE :: .WIRI...
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at h482-5843 ( evenings ).
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Short Story

The Spider
by RAY GREEN
•

The head of the black ant strained to move upwards, but only
twitched silently from side to side. Its tiny legs kicked, fiercely at
first, then slowly and deliberately, rising as if moved by a breath,
tangled and crushed and beaten.
Eight small eyes watched carefully from a hole in the brick
wall.
The thin web was still shaking in the dim light; but barely, it
was time for the spider to move. •A drop of water and dirt slid
from above the opening and coated the silk strands that hung in
the corner. Feeling the slight weight, the web moved again,..then
_ bounced as sharp slender legs quickly darted out, then froze, in- .
ches from their helpless prey.
A few seconds passed. The spider remained motionless, only
its small sticky mouth moved, two twiglike fangs that beat .
against each other like hands rubbing hungrily before the feast.
Vickers sat alone in his cell and watched. There was little else
to do.
"Move," he whispered, "Take my present and eat." Vickers
had searched in the darkness for anything that crawled; his
hands now were coated with more grit from the cold, concrete
floor. It had not taken him long to find the insect, they seemed to
breed in the dirt beside his toilet.
The spider would not hurry his ritual and Vickers grew
restless. He stared at the web and waited for the final strike, the
climax that would give his mind something to play with, as it
had so many times before.
Then,. as the sound of Vickers breathing, grew louder, the spider attacked. Its jawless teeth sunk into the ant's abdomen
and began to suck up yellow liquid. In a moment, the spider
released and started to .spin fine, new silk around the shriveled
black shell. When the cocoon was 'finished the spider lifted it
up, and was gone, quickly disappearing into its own tiny prison.
Vickers leaned against the uneven wall beside his bed and
muttered. softly.
"I am not going mad, I.am not going mad, I will not allow it."
Slowly, Vickers combed his fingers through his gnarled and
unwashed hair. He wondered how long he had been in this Godforsaken box, and how long they would keep him there.
The time already spent was blurred memory; the time he lived
in and could remember was agonizing. Why did they insist on
isolating him? If only he could speak to another human being. If
only the window wasn't so high and so small. If only the cell
wasn't black and stale and filthy.
Vickers shook his head and cleared his thoughts. He began
trying to plot his day, as he had for so many others. He guessed
that soon the sound, of his food tray hitting the floor would
break the silence. As he peered towards the window, letting a slit
of murky light partially clear his eyes, he heard those footsteps.
They moved closer and closer until only their echo could be
heard. Then, a small section' in • the red wooden door was unlatched. As it opened, a shot of hard bright light sprayed over
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the concrete. Bugs of all sizes, casting long shadows, were sent
scurrying for cover, vanishing in deep winding cracks.
On his hands and knees, Vickers scrambled frantically
towards the leg that stood outside. The food tray struck him in
the arm and a glass of water tipped and shattered in front of his
hand. Thump. The opening was closed. Vickers rose to his feet.
"Come* back, talk to me, say something," he screamed.
"God, say something."
There was' no answer and Vickers sobbed quietly.
He turned from the door, squatted on the grey mattress that
was his bed, and placed the stem of the broken glass on a
splintered crate. Mounted on the crate was all that Vickers owned. His watch that had been broken his first day inside, and a
number of books he had found in the cell. The books had been
read, two, three,four times. He would force himself to read them
again, straining to understand words that had become
meaningless.
Vickers finished chewing most of his food. He threw a piece
of meat across the floor. His other companion, the dog-eared rat
appeared, squirming, blinking, and hungry. Vickers folded his
arms and the rat began to tear - apart the small morsel of meat.
"Like clockwork, eh," Vickers said. "What's it going to take
for you to come closer to me? If I throw the meat in front of me,
you won't touch it. If I toss it far enough away you're right in
there, stuffing yourself.

Vickers felt his ears buzzing and the wall in front of him
began to sway slightly.
'
"At least you could come up and get friendly after all this
time. The spider comes out, even when I don't feed him. Jesus, if
it wasn't for you and him I wouldn't have anybody to talk to."
Vickers turned towards the corner where the web hung. His
voice had become childlike.
"Don't you ever leave' me buddy. We're in is, together,
right," he screamed. "Right," he answered to himself.
Vickers knew what was happening and he began to count
slowly, "one, two, three, four, six, eight; ten, twelve."'
He counted until his mind cleared, then got up and measured,
by footsteps, the distance from himself to the door., The total
Was twenty-one.
It was almost evening,and Vickers picked up one of the books
that lay on the wooden crate. The light in the cell was dim, as it
always was, but there was just enough for him to read. Vickers
turned to a random page and placed it a couple of inches from
his eyes. By doing so, the shadowed print became barely legible.
Vickers moved his lips while reading the first few words of
page 240; it was happening again. The words wouldn't sink in,
they were just black lines on grey paper. The word "just" began
to pound in his head.
"Just." He said it out loud. What is that, he thought? What an
odd word?
Vickers rubbed his cheek and a piece of dry sallow skin came
off in his hand. He stroked his cheek again this time guiding his
hand over his jaw and nose and forehead. My God, he thought,
what do I look like? He had not seen himself since that first day.
The stubble on Vickers face' was not very long. He had never
been able to grow a beard. His eyes had painfully shrunk into
two lumps of swollen flesh that bordered his cheekbones. They
were always dry and sore. The skin on his face had tightened,
like wax paper stretched over a wide-brimmed cup. At times,
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Vickers would forget what he used to see in the mirror.. His iden
tity was gradually slipping away. He was becoming ..a shell,
hollow- and brittle and mindless.
Vickers s put down the book. It was no use. His brain was
progressively seeping into the air. He looked at the spider web. It
seemed smaller and more 'distinct. It glowed and pulsated.
Vickers could see a strange light in it.
Vickers studied the floor. Wearily, he raised his foot, then
crushed a bug that was playing with. a crumb of dry bread. He
carried the tiny corpse to the web and placed it on a silk thread.
The web seemed hot to the touch and the light that Vickers saw
began to mesmorize him.
The rat crept -quietly along the floor. It stopped a few yards
from Vickers, it would venture no- farther.
Vickers spotted it out of the corner of his eye. "Hello," he
said. "Come and join me. Come watch."
The rat didn't move.
"Coward," Vickers cried. "God damn coward." ,
Startled, the rat retreated.
Vickers turned to the wall. He smiled. The spider was eating.
The light had disappeared, all seemed normal.
Night came.
,
God, not again, Vickers thought. Endless hours of blackness;
the nights were the worst. Vickers looked up towards the ceiling.
There, he saw waves of orange water flowing through space.
Then, a scream. It came from the spider web. It rose in pitch, as
it channelled through the tiny hole in the wall.
"Stop," yelled Vickers, as he covered his ears.
The rat had crawled out again. This time it wanted to go
closer, but it couldn't.
"Stop, please stop screaming," Vickers cried again.
It stopped, and Vickers collapsed on his bed. He moaned and
begged for his sanity, and finally shriveled into sleep.
Again, 'the rat retreated.
The spider drained the last drop of life from Vicker's kill.
Vickers began to dream. It was the same as always. The same
nightmare that had plagued him since insanity. He was floating
on a black cloud. There were narrow jets of water that shot over
his body. They got tighter and tighter, and Vickers was
hopelessly trapped in between. The more he struggled, the
harder the water became, until finally there was no more water,
just straps that squeezed the breath .out of him. When he could
take no more, the bonds loosened and for awhile he could relax.
He was still unable\ to move, but he could breathe and feel the
wind and drift with the cloud through space. He was a prisoner,
but yet he felt fresh and alive and free. Then, as always, his
pleasure was cut short. The coils of .water hardened again. The
breathless pain and, agony returned. That sequence was always
repeated eight times, and then he would awaken.
Vickers eyes blinked open.
It was still night, still dark, but the spider web glowed, as it
had before. Vickers heard the scream again, if was low and guttural. He could see the rat, bathed in a yellow light that shone
from the hole. The rat was on its hind legs, tearing at the web,
ripping the edges of the fibres.
"Get away from there," shouted Vickers.
He rolled to the floor.
•
"Leave it alone." Vickers crawled to the corner and swatted
at the rat's head.
The rat squealed and fled.
The remains of the web began to vibrate. Vickers touched it.
It was like glue and it stuck to his fingers. With a mindless gaze,
Vickers gawked, as the web disappeared from the wall and
started to dig into his own arm. Then the silk became thick and
began to cover Vicker's body. It pulled and inched along his
skin; it spun around his neck.
Vickers looked around- the cell. It was a blinding mixture of
red and yellow lights. The walls were rattling; bits of dried brick
fell to the floor. The spider dropped from the hole, snatched an
insect, devoured it and burst into flames. Vickers couldn't move
but he was floating and breathing fesh air.
The rat raised its gums, baring teeth that were green and wet.
Hungrily, it snaked through the invisible barrier. Vickers felt the
web tighten for the ninth time. The spider had been consumed
.
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